Reliability of center of pressure measures within and between sessions in individuals post-stroke and healthy controls.
Knowing the reliability of the center of pressure (COP) is important for interpreting balance deficits post-stroke, especially when the balance deficits can necessitate the use of short duration trials. The novel aspect of this reliability study was to examine the center of pressure measures using two adjacent force platforms between and within sessions in stroke and controls. After stroke, it is important to understand the contribution of the paretic and non-paretic leg to the motor control of standing balance. Because there is a considerable body of knowledge on COP reliability on a single platform, we chose to examine reliability using two adjacent platforms which has not been examined previously in stroke. Twenty participants post-stroke and 22 controls performed an arm raise, load drop and quiet stance balance task while standing on two adjacent force platforms, on two separate days. Intraclass correlations coefficient (ICC2,1) and percentage standard error of measurement (SEM%) were calculated for COP velocity, ellipse area, anterior-posterior (AP) displacement, and medial-lateral (ML) displacement. Between sessions, COP velocity was the most reliable with high ICCs and low SEM% across groups and tasks and ellipse area was less reliable with low ICCs across groups and tasks. COP measures were less reliable during the arm raise than load drop post-stroke. Within session reliability was high for COP velocity and ML displacement requiring no more than six trials across tasks. The COP velocity was the most reliable measure with high ICCs between sessions and the high reliability was achieved with fewer trials in both groups in a single session.